1977 honda express

This new bike was designed to enter the large market for scooters that developed following the
oil crisis. As such it came with a fuel-efficient single-cylinder two-stroke engine. It was also
designed to be simple to operate, as many owners would be inexperienced with or intimidated
by larger, more complex motorcycles. Honda accomplished this by using a fully automatic
transmission and a small oil pump to self-mix the Express's oil and fuel, thus eliminating the
need for premixing. The versions from until had a manual choke , points ignition , and a spring
starter. Automatic 2 Speed. Double suspension, and oil injection. Differences include a different
frame, more "comfortable" seat, tree handle bars, and a slightly larger gas tank. They came with
a 2speed automatic transmission. It came equipped with a belt driven, variable transmission,
larger reed valve block, and slightly different intake manifold. It utilized a similar belt driven,
variated engine as in the NX50, however the belt side of the cases is longer and top speed is
slightly higher. The NU50M comes with an electric start, in addition to the regular urban express
standard features, including; oil injection, blinkers, 12v battery, cdi ignition, an alternator, oil
tank indicator, and beefier shocks and larger wheels than the regular express. A unique
restricted version was produced just for the lower speed requirements to be sold in Iowa; the
Iowa models are limited to maximum 25mph. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Honda
Express Honda Express. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co.
Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Motorcycles introduced in Honda mopeds
Two-stroke motorcycles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Continuously variable , single speed or two speed automatic transmission. Skip to main
content. Related: honda express nc50 carburetor honda express moped honda express nc50
parts honda express nc50 honda express nc50 headlight honda express nc50 seat honda
express nc50 petcock honda express nc50 battery honda express nc50 moped honda express
nc50 gas tank honda express nc50 manual honda express nc50 engine. Include description.
Alpha Rider 49 Items BMW 5 Items 5. Heinmo 11 Items Honda 1, Items 1, Kawasaki 16 Items
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Items 3. New 3, Items 3, Used 1, Items 1, Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All
Listings 5, Accepts Offers 2, Auction Buy It Now 5, Item Location. US Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any
Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right
parts for your Honda. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It
Now. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The Honda
Express is a line of mopeds created by Honda between and All versions of the Express line are
powered by an air cooled, 50cc two-stroke engine coupled to an automatic transmission. The
Honda motorcycle corp. This new bike was designed to enter the large market for mopeds that
developed following the oil crisis. As such it came with a fuel efficient single cylinder two-stroke
engine. It was also designed to be simple to operate, as many owners would be inexperienced
with or intimidated by larger, more complex motorcycles. Honda accomplished this by using a
fully automatic transmission and a small oil injector to self mix the Express's oil and fuel, thus
eliminating the need for premixing. A 49cc Moped which was manufactured from until , it
featured an air cooled two-stroke engine. The versions from until had a manual choke , points
ignition and a spring starter. Versions from onwards included a kick starter, CDI ignition and
automatic choke as well as an improved compression ratio. All versions include an automatic
one speed transmission with a centrifugal clutch , double suspension and forced lubrication
does not run on premix. Today many moped hobbyists have Expresses because they are
reported to be reliable. There are numerous forums and websites on which shop manuals and
repair advice can be found. Here is an article on Honda Express Repair. The CycleChaos wiki
provides another good break-down of the differences and some specifications for each year.
Moped Wiki. Personal tools. Views Read View source View history. Jump to: navigation , search.
Categories : Moped Models Honda. This page was last edited on 21 February , at Privacy policy
About Moped Wiki Disclaimers. Contents 1 Introduction 2 Models 2. Make Honda. Very nice
original Honda express. This Honda has been in the family since new. Runs and drives great.
Excellent original that has never been modified. Could be restored to museum quality or just
detailed and driven as a very nice original. The seat is perfect. Has always been stored inside.
Will clean up like new. Clean Wisconsin Title. Only selling because I am moving out of state.
Model Express. Lovely bike, nice for market shopping or just play around neighborhood.
Improvements like automatic thermal choke, CVT variable Belt transmission, electronic CDI
ignition, 12 V electric system, and a convenient electric starter. This is the top of the line model

from Express series and last year of production, so an authentic jewel in this condition. It
comes as a challenging project for fun and invested a bit more than 50 hours of my free time
and lots of love my wife was not so happy about New spark plug and boot, new gas filter and
lines, original seat, new front and rear brake cables, ignition switch with original key, fresh
transmission oil, new transmission drive belt, operative oil pump system auto-mix , New and
operative 12V battery, electrical wires checked, new original headlight, original operative signal
lights and mirrors, working horn, original fenders, exhaust pipe cleaned. Tires in good running
conditions and original paint. As you can see, almost all already done. Start always at first
attempt using electric or kick starter. This is a nostalgic kind of item, the kind of thing that bring
back sweet memories from the younger years and make you smile when you ride it,. It is a 32
year old bike chopper style!!! Bill of sale only; Local pick up preferred. Thank you for your
interest. Model Urban Express I used it in college as a fun toy. In any case, I will provide a clean
title and a bill of sale. The only thing wrong with this scooter is the fuel tank has multiple pin
holes and leaks gas. I will assist with loading the bike for your shipper. Feel free to call me at Up
for sale is a vintage all original garaged Honda NC Absolutely amazing condition with clean tittle
extremely low miles. The 2 speed automatic gearbox shifts perfectly and the carburetor has
been professionally cleaned. Shipping can be assisted by myself as far as working with a
shipping company or can be locally picked up in Seattle. Make Suzuki. Model KingQuad AXi.
With the 30th anniversary of that breakthrough, the Suzuki KingQuad AXi carries on the
tradition of performance that rules. Boasting the same advanced technology as the
extraordinary KingQuad AXi, it's engineered to help you cut the work day down to size - or
conquer the toughest trails. The KingQuad AXi offers plenty of class-leading features and its
fuel-injected cc engine gives it exceptional performance. Independent front and rear
suspension. Colors for Flame Red and Terra Green. Make Independence. Model Freedom
Express. Honda Express, Runs like a champ! Must have a valid drivers license. Check out the
photos and ask all and any questions before buying. Lawrenceville, GA. Alamo Heights, TX.
Huntington Beach, CA. Ridgefield, WA. Easton, PA. North Fork, CA. Brooksville, FL. Alert
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No Emails. Submit Cancel. So you wanna get yours to run? Or perhaps it runs now, but not as
well as you would like? Have funâ€¦ Well, I will assume that the bike doesn't run at this point
and tell you everything you need to do to get it going. First, make sure the petcock works by
disconnecting the hose from the carburetor and sticking the hose in a container. Then turn the
petcock to on and reserve. If gas comes out, then keep moving on. If not, unscrew the petcock
from the gas tank and clean out the filter. The filter will probably get stuck in the tank, so get it
out somehow. If not, get a petcock from another bike. One from Honda is gonna cost a fortune. I
know, I checked. Clean out the bowl. Clean out the passage that the float needle seals off. Clean
out the main jet the thing that sticks out into the carb bowl from the top section with something
long and thin, but hopefully not sharp. I have used a little bit of thin wire, but its not the best
idea. Use a ton of strong carb cleaner on everything except the float itself. Unscrew both
adjustment screws but first screw them in all the way, counting how many turns it took so you
can put them back the same and clean out the screw passages with strong carb cleaner and
such. Maybe soak the whole carb in a bit of cleaner. Look at the little pin on the end of the
throttle cable. Take it out carefully. A C-Clip holds its position on the end of the cable. The clip
can sit in any of the 5 grooves. Put the C-Clip in the middle one. Now put it back together. Pull
apart the air filter holder. The filter is the spongy thing. Just pull it out of there for now if it is.
Otherwise clean it out and soak it in light oil. Then squeeze some of the oil out and stick it back
in the canister. Leave the filter box off for now. Put everything back together and put it back on
the bike. This will need to be changed after the bike is running. Just leave it for now. Remember
where they were before you took the carb apart? I hope so, because you may need to set them
back to where they were if the bike runs poorly. Now look in the oil tank. Is there oil in it? If it's
low, fill it with Honda two stroke injector oil, or something like it. I use the real Honda stuff and
find it leaves far less of a carbon buildup then the cheap stuff at gas stations. Now follow the oil
line down to the oil pump. Is the line full of oil? Can you see air bubbles in it? Check the line
leading out from the injector. Does it have bubbles in it? This sounds harder then it is. There are
other ways, but I just do this and it works fine. Look at the front of the transmission. There
should be a big bolt that holds a plate in place. With a pan beneath the front of the transmission,
remove this bolt. The transmission oil level should be slightly below the opening. If you put a
clean finger into the hole you should feel oil. If you cannot, you need to add more. If the bike
has many miles on it or has come from a questionable source, it is best to drain the

transmission and then fill it with fresh oil. To do so, remove the front nut, then place a pan
beneath the middle of the tranny. Find the one bolt along the bottom and remove it. Oil should
now run from the hole. Leave it sit for some time and tip the bike so that more runs out if
possible before putting the bolt back in. Now use a funnel to pour in roughly 0. Then put the bolt
and plate back in place the plate holds the carb overflow tube. The and express used one type
of battery. The used a different type. Make sure to get the right one for your bike should you
need a new one. Pull out the spark plug. Clean it off. Set the gap to about 0. Now connect the
plug to the plug cable , and rest the very end of the plug on the head of the engine. Try cranking
over the motor a time or two. Is there a nice blueish yellowish spark from the plug? If so keep
going, if not you either have a bad cable, bad coil or bad points. It would be a good idea to put
in a new plug if the one you have is worn or the wrong type. Pull the timing cover off the round
shiny metal cover on the right hand side of the motor with HONDA written on it. Do they look
corroded? Are the surfaces worn and uneven? If so the flywheel needs to come off and the
points need to be replaced. Now that all this has been covered, make sure everything is back
together except the air filter box. If this STILL doesn't work even after trying each method, and
you are on or near a hill, then put the gas cap and air box on, wind up the bike, hold the choke
on, and roll down the hill. Part way down, turn the throttle part way open, pull the back brake
and quickly release it. Do not let it idle. Keep riding like this for about 30 seconds, then turn the
choke off. Turn it out to slow down the idle. Turn it in to speed up the idle. If the bike dies as
soon as or shortly after you release the throttle, then increase the idle. If the wheel turns more
then very slowly when the bike idles, then lower the idle. Turn it in slow amounts and then rev
up the engine for a few seconds, then let it drop back to an idle. If all goes well you now have a
running bike. Turning it in makes the idle mix richer more gas which is better for cold starting
and idling with the engine cold. Turning it in too much though will also cause problems. Turning
it out will result in a leaner mix. This gives a better warm idle and can solve problems of
bogging down when accelerating from a dead stop. If you have access to a timing light, You
should check your timing. There are different kinds of light, but on mine you hook the power
connection to any 12 volt battery keep in mind your bike has a 6 volt battery , then fasten the
sensor around the spark plug cable. After that. Each time the engine fires the light flashes on.
Keep in mind that F stands for Fire and T means Top Dead C
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enter the point at which the piston as at the very top of its upward travel. If the F mark does not
line up closely with the marker, you will need to set the timing closer. I wont go into detail right
now on that. The later bikes even had a 2 speed transmission. Keep this in mind when ordering
parts. If you need a part, be sure it is for the year of bike you have. If your turn signals fail to
blink, make sure ALL the bulbs are installed and good. One burnt out bulb will prevent them all
from working right. If this doesn't fix it, the flasher under the seat may need to be replaced. The
lines from the carb to the automatic choke and such can crack and leak. If this happens you will
have a hard time starting and idling. They are easy to replace. The transmission cover is held on
by bolts instead of screws. Moped Wiki. Personal tools. Views Read View source View history.
Jump to: navigation , search. This page was last edited on 7 September , at Privacy policy
About Moped Wiki Disclaimers.

